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International Science Requires

Cultural As We]l As Economic “Imperialism.”

When I was growing up, the ethical

value of a scientific career was never

questioned. Somehow, I knew that all

science and all scientists were good. The

villainy of the “mad scientist” bent on

destroying the world in Saturday after-

noon movies never disturbed my awe-

some regard for pure science. I knew

intuitively that the “mad scientist” was

an impostor and in truth only a

berserk applied technologist.

But akas I could not know at the age

of 12 that a Professor Stark was ex

pounding in Nuturel a “pragmatic

spirit” of science which led to an inter

national holocaust. Nor could I foresee

the use of science to develop atomi[

and biological weapons of mass destruc

tion.

Because of my limited dealings wit}

scientists as people, I “knew” scientist

were good, altruistic, above all pett!

concerns of family, community, part~

politics, or national rivalry. 1 even in

terpreted their imputed agnosticism a

a laudable lack of concern for persona

salvation. But most of all, scientist

were internationalists, at home in an’

country among their distinguish<

peers, sharing an allegiance to science’

betterment of mankind. (he wonder
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If such naivete ever wears off. For even

~fter I was grown up, I continued to

assume that scientists not only need,

but want to communicate with each

other. To do so, they would have to

speak the “same” language, It even
helped to explain why the scientist in

the Saturday flicks so often spoke

English with a thick foreign accent. It

was some time before I learned that

scientists, like everyone else, can use

the same language without speaking in

it.

At the age of 14, while at Stuyvesant

High School in New York, I acquired a

copy of J.D. Bermd’s Sociai Function

of Science. z Until that time, the notion

that science is intrinsically good was

commonplace. The process of question-

ing this, for me and others, began about

1940, when Bernal offered his inter-

pretation of science as just one more

expression of social and economic com-

petition. Indeed science could become

the very implement of imperialism, far

removed from the drive for pure

knowledge I had liked to imagine it had

always been. The scientist as the heroic

Galahad had left the stage as quickly

as his feet of clay would carry him. The

scientist as villain of the Saturday
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matinee had to go with him, for he was

seen now as no more or less wicked

than the supranational corporate execu-

tives, generals, or dictators who en-

couraged him. It is not surprising that

at that very moment I left a science

high school to concentrate on foreign

languages at DeWitt Clinton High

School.

The extreme view of science almost

exclusively as a lever of imperialism did

not last, but it is interesting how recent

events have revived the image. From

such a viewpoint any international

effort can be interpreted as “imperialis-

tic.” Thus my views on English as the

international language of science have

been twice attacked as cultural im-

perialisms Any effort to standardize

scientific “terminology or methods of

communication and information re-

trieval can be regarded as a form of

intellectual imperialism. The promotion

of the metric system is regarded by

many businessmen as economic, in-

tellectual, and cultural imperialism

combined.

ISI@’s attempts to internationalize

the use of its services is a form of

economic “imperialism” not unlike

that of corporate giants like IBM. Over

5~o of our readers and subscribers

reside outside the United States, as

would be the case for any member of

the information or publishing industries

catering to science. Fortunately we

have not yet been seriously accused by

anyone of scientific chauvinism, even

though our journal coverage might at

times seem to give evidence of it.

Perhaps the most gratifying develop-

ment in the internationalization of

science is that it has led to a mutual

dependence which is not the case for

computer manufacture, for example.

The threat of cutting off information

flow from the United States would

rapidly lead to a similar action abroad.

Recent developments in international

cancer and space research efforts are

merely extensions of what has been

going on in information science for

many years.
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